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Talent agency contract template uk

Artist Agent Agreement Template |business In A Box™ Throughout Talent Contract Template This digital image is included in the Gallery of Works Photos of Writing Template for talent contract. Back to article: Gallery Template for Talent Contracts Images for Artist Agent Agreement Template |business In a Box™ Throughout Talent
Contract Template Please note:- Contract and letter to book are examples.   While you are welcome to copy, download and print these examples, they are for information and entertainment only.   We advise you to use contracts drawn up or verified by a legal professional. EXAMPLE CONTRACTORS/AGENTS CONTRACT ALL
AGENTS/VENUES/BOOKERS NAME ANY ADDRESS, ANYWHERE, ANYWHERE. Tel: 000 0000 0000. FAX: 000 0000 0000. E MAIL: anyone@emailname, MOB: 0000 000000000. THE AGREEMENT ON THE DATE HERE BETWEEN BOOKERS NAME HERE (hereinafter referred to as the Contracting Party) on the one hand, i
ACT/BAND NAME HERE, (hereinafter referred to as artist/management) of the other party, testifies that the party is engaged in an artist/administration and artist/management, the light of the engagement on The Place i from the date of the periodio i after the date i of the payment/performance of the paid/performance is paid to the frame
of the redesled. SCHEDULE NAME OF THE ACT: ACT NAME (ACT DESCRIPTION) Location: CITY NAME HERE ADDRESS: CITY ADDRESS GOES HERE TEL NO: PLACE CONTACT NUMBER DATE: DATE OF APPEARANCE/RESERVATION CONTACT: VENUE CONTACT NAME SET BY: 20.30PM (time you must be set after)
IMPLEMENTATION: 9.00PM TO 12.00PM - start, goal, duration of performance PAY/DEPOSIT: £ Arrangement Payment for you PAYMENT METHOD: cash night ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Contact location 1 tedn. pre date from the artist to confirm the appearance. ___ Signed:____________Client.    Signed: _____________Artiste.
Date:__ Date:__ PLEASE sign and return one copy of this Agreement within 7 days ___ TERMS that are an integral part of this Agreement. (DOE LICENSE NO.: ...... IF APPLICABLE) THE CASE OF THE CONTRACT PAGE 2 Termination of this Contract is as follows; (a) more than 30 days from the date of implementation; No fee. (b) 22
to 30 days from the date of implementation; 25 % of the full fee. (c) 15 to 21 days from the date of implementation; 50% of the full commission. (d) 8 to 14 days from the date of implementation; 75% of the full commission. (e) between 1 and 7 days from the date of implementation; The full fee will be payable. 2. The artist(s) agree that the
fee is included in all costs, entitlements to leave, travel expenses to and from the venue and covers all payments resulting from other members of the group or unit.25 3. The artist/artist agrees that any further activities offered for the purpose of this collaboration are either contract or any other client or potential client are negotiated through
management. If you don't attend, the artist will be properly invoiced. 4. The artist(s) shall guarantee that all equipment is in good working order and is fit for purpose and that no part of the performance will be dangerous to the artist(s) or any other person(s) 5. Adjusting the volume and sound level of each equipment must be at reasonable
customer control. 6. An artist/artist shall not be paid a fee for any day on which that engagement is terminated as a result of royal resignation, national mourning, fire, epidemic, war, strikes, locking or for the issue of a licence or public authority. 7. At the time of signature of this contract, the artist may not be under any contract to a third
party who could be excludeed the performance of the engagement. 8. Artistse/s agree not to hand over cards, etc., with their personal phone number and/or address at this address. We ask you to inform the person/person concerned to contact the **Name of the Agent**. Any other action will be contrary to the terms of this Agreement,
and if it is found that you have done so, this agency will stop using you. 9. Artists/performers shall be dressed appropriately and correctly during their operation. Wearing jeans and trainers is strictly prohibited, except with the consent of the customer or where wearing such a suit seems a necessary part of their action. 10. When signing
this contract, the artist agrees to certain conditions and agrees to pay a certain commission within 7 days of recruitment. 11. All artists/performers are responsible for their contributions to TAX &amp; N.I. 12. The party agrees that any further activities offered for the purpose of this cooperation shall be negotiated by management and not by
the artist. If this is not contiued, the customer may be properly invoiced. 13. The contracting authority shall be responsible for providing electricity in the implementation area. 14. All paid-in deposits shall not be reimbursed. 15. Management assumes no responsibility for non-performance of the contract, but any safeguards are secured. 16.
This Treaty, which reflects the terms and conditions as agreed orally, shall be considered to be accepted only if it is either; a) It shall be signed and returned within 7 days. b) No formal objection shall be exchanged within the prescribed 7 days and no written objection has been entered within its time limit. Return to the top *********
ACT/BAND/CITY NAME of your address, Your town, your county phone, fax, mobile no's website &amp;/or E-mail adresa Poštovati booker/agent/Venue, I write to confirm the booking for (Act/Band Name) to be made at (Date) from start time to (finish time) for agreed sum (£FEE) to pay the uci. Please look for a closed for your use. If you
have any poiive or need more publicity material, please don't hesitate to contact me. Your signature sincerely (Note the cancellations require a minimum of 14 days notice or the full payment will be made.) Agreement on the Talent Agency for Actor/Player This contract is concluded and between ____ Talent Agency (Agent) and ___
(Player/Player).1. The player/player deals with the agent as an exclusive and exclusive agent for the period __(__) months, which start with the date of that expression (expression).2. The duties of the agent are to make reasonable efforts to acquire and negotiate the activities of the actor/actress as ___ in entertainment, Concerts,
recording, bina, film, television, literary and connected fields u whole world, including, or not just on commercials, commercials, interactive media, technology, currently in the world and learning to be used. The representative may advise and advise the artist on the development or promotion of an artist's professional career.3. The agent
agrees to provide the services specified in this procedure. The player/player understands that the agent may give other or similar services to other persons, companies and corporations. The actor/player represents that he is free to enter into this Agreement and does not have and will have any contract or obligation contrary to this.4. The
player/player agrees to pay the agent ____% gross compensation (not exceeding 10 % of the compensation paid to the actor/actress, except for employment in concert areas, which may not exceed 20 %) earned or received for the player/player, or in respect of:(i) any contract for, or for engagement, Player/actor services (collectively and
individually referred to as sometimes called employees) are now in existence, except to the extent that the actor/player may be obliged to pay a commission for those contracts to another agent, or for agreements concluded or concluded for the duration, including, or not limited to, any gross compensation from this, and payments from that
earned or received by the Player/Player or to become successful or paid for the Player/Actress after the expiry of the term of office , and (ii) to negotiate or renegotiate the original or pre-existing contract, including amendments, extensions, additions, replacements, supplements, replacements or renewals or renewal of such contracts, and
as a result the player/player enters into a negotiated or renegotiation contract. After that term of office, the representative shall continue to carry out obligations in respect of all posts to which the agent is entitled to commission, provided that the artist expressly requests the agent. Gross compensation includes all forms of compensation,
money, value or other emotions (including but not to salaries, fees, scraps, royalties, securities and shares of profits or gross receipts) received by the actor/player or by any person, undertaking or corporation, partnership, joint venture or other entity now or below owned or controlled by the actor/actress (hereinafter referred to as 'my
company') or in which the actor/player may have any right, Title or interest, from such contracts or engagement, modifications, renewals, accessories, replacements, replacements, extensions of such contracts or engagement, whether purchased from an agent or from someone else, or from any form of advertising, commercial tie or
infomercijal using the name of the actor/actress, resemblance, or voice.5. Agent fees under this Agreement shall be paid as and when it receives gross compensation from the player/player or any other person or entity on behalf of the player/actress. Of all gross compensation to be covered by this Agreement, the Agent shall be entitled to
deduct the amount of any commission payable and paid to the agent in this Agreement or under any other representation agreement between the actor/actress and the agent. The agent will provide the artist with a certificate of any fees, deposits, payment or payment received by the Agency on behalf of the actor/actress. Such receipt will
be provided by the date and amount of the fees, the deposit or payment and the purpose for which it was paid and the signature of the person receiving the payment.6. In the event that the actor/player does not obtain a job or offer to do so from the responsible employer in the areas of effort provided for in this Agreement for a period
exceeding four consecutive months, such an error would not end with any of the parties; provided, however, that the player/player is ready, prepared, fit and available at all times during a period of four consecutive months and provides in this respect the services necessary for them. Notices of intent to terminate any party must be made in
writing at the last known address of that party. In the event that the actor/actress accepts the job before the written notice of termination, he said that the right to terminate is waived for all past periods of unemployment, but not for the next four consecutive months of employment. 7. If, within four months of the end of this term of office, the
Player/Player of the Accepts was subject to a similar or reasonably comparable offer to any offer given to the player/actor for the duration of his term of office, from the same offeror or any other person, trade name or corporation directly or indirectly associated with such offeror, the agreement giving rise to (orally or in writing) shall be
subject to all conditions, including the provisions on remuneration referred to in Article 4. Regarding the proceeds of any motion picture, film, tape, wire, transcription, recording or the reproduction of the services of a player/actress covered by this Agreement, the agent's right to payment in accordance with Articles 4 and 5 shall continue for
as long as any of those services are used, sold, hired out or otherwise disposed of during or after that term of office. Furthermore, if, within four months of the termination of the employment contract, the player/actress enters into any employment agreement which would otherwise be covered by that agreement and such an employment
agreement has been procured or substantially negotiated with the efforts or services of the representative, that employment contract shall be treated as concluded during the term of the contract. [OPTIONAL] 8. All disputes and disputes of all kinds and nature between the Agency and the actor/actress arising from, or with ties with,
agent/actress representation (Agency relationship), including or not limited to commission disputes, shall be surrendered in due time to the final or binding arbitration before one arbitrator, whether or not either party has been terminated or is subject to the need to terminate the Agency's relationship. This arbitration is in accordance with
the rules of arbitration provisions ___ [SELECT ONE: AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION (AAA) OR JAMS]. The Agency and the actor/player will attempt to reach an arbitrator within 30 days of either party informing the other in writing that it intends to complain about arbitration proceedings and that the rules of the procedure for



selecting the arbitrator will be exploited only if the parties do not agree with each other. Any decision given by an arbitrator may be taken before any court having jurisdiction therefor. In relation to such controversies or claims, the parties shall be seered by the jury's right to a trial.9. This instrument, together with any form taken by the agent
and the player/player, shall provide for the entire agreement relating to the areas of effort referred to in paragraph 2 of this Agreement. This Agreement provides and shall be binding on the actor/actress and agent and to the heirs, distributors, executors and administrators concerned.10. Where any provision of this Agreement is
vouisurable or unenforceable for any reason, such a provision shall be circumvented and this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect by such circumventing the provision. This Agreement shall not amend any provision in any union or cinema agency agreement governing the services provided for in this Agreement, provided that
the representative is a signatory to the Union/Czech and the artist is a member of that Union/Czech. AGREED AND ACCEPTED:Player/Actress signature:Print name:Date:Player/Actress address:Actor/Player phone: Signature agent:Print name:Date:Agent address:Agent phone: phone: 
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